Quantitative description of mitral valve geometry using real-time three-dimensional echocardiography.
: Leaflet and annular geometry are important determinants of mitral valve (MV) stress. Repair techniques which optimize valvular geometry will reduce stress and potentially increase repair durability. The development of such procedures will require image processing methodologies that provide a quantitative description of three-dimensional valvular geometry. Using three-dimensional echocardiography in conjunction with novel geometric modeling and rendering techniques, we have developed a high-resolution, quantitative, three-dimensional methodology for imaging the human MV. : Five normal adults underwent MV imaging using real-time three-dimensional echocardiography. Using specially designed image analysis software, multiple valvular geometric parameters, including the magnitude and orientation of leaflet curvature, leaflet surface area, annular height, intercommissural width, septolateral annular diameter, and annular area were determined for each subject. Image rendering techniques that allow for the clear and concise presentation of this detailed information are also presented. : Although three-dimensional annular and leaflet geometry were found to be highly conserved among normal human subjects, substantial regional variation in leaflet geometry was observed. Interestingly, leaflet geometric heterogeneity was most pronounced in the midposterior leaflet, the region most commonly involved in leaflet flail in subjects with myxomatous disease. : The image processing and graphical rendering techniques that we have developed can be used to provide a complete description of three-dimensional MV geometry in human subjects. Widespread application of these techniques to normal subjects and patients with MV disease will provide insight into the geometric basis of both valvular pathology and repair durability.